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ABSTRACT.
Let M be a finite, positive measure on U , the unit polydisc in C", and let °~ be 2n-dimensional Lebesgue volume measure on U .
For 1 < p < <? < °° a necessary and sufficient condition on M is given in order that {f fg(z)dfi(z)\1/q <C{f fp(z)do-(z)\l/p for every positive n-subUn n Un n harmonic function / on U .
A theorem of Carleson [ll, [2] Theorem. Let p. be a finite, positive measure on 11", and suppose I < p < q < tx>. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for every positive n-subharmonic function f on U" if and only if there exists a constant C > 0 such that (2) pis) < c't n sA for every set S of the form (3) S.[zm{rieiBl.fne\. 1 -8. < r. < 1, 0°<6\<6>P + 5., 1 <;<«}.
Proof. Suppose that 0 < p < q < <*>, and suppose that (1) Remark. The Theorem also holds for 0 < p < q < <x> if we require that /= |g|, where g is holomorphic in U". In this case fp is rz-subharmonic, and so the proof is the same. Corollary. For 0 < p <°°, T iAp) C lp if and only if piS) < c82 for every set S of the form (3) with n = 1.
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